• Midpoint estimate of prevalence in unscreened infants. Detection rate (DR) = 83% (0·99/1·2) False positive rate (FPR) =0·51% (5·11/998·8) Odds of being affected given a positive result (OAPR) = 1:5·2 (0·99: 5·11)
The figures for Southampton (where screening included selective ultrasound) yield a similar DR and lower FPR (0·34%) and OAPR (1:3·5). In contrast with these centres, Aberdeen had a surgery rate (2·1/1000), which was greater than the estimated prevalence of CDR (1·2/1000), suggesting the possibility of overdiagnosis and/or of screening sometimes inducing dislocation.
Overall assessment and research needs • Some, but not all, O-B screening programmes report a reduced frequency of established dislocation of the hip and subsequent disability. A randomised trial is needed to compare benefits and hazards of screening.
• The practices which make some O-B screening programmes more effective than others need to be identified.
